
As an IT leader, your company looks to you to keep databases running to keep business going. And

you must keep the critical data stored in your database and applications. At the same time, you are

tasked with defending against the latest cyber security threats, dealing with end-of-life software and

keeping 100% up time for all your systems. It can be overwhelming: Anders Technology can help. 

As an extension of your efforts, our Managed Database Administration Services (DBA) can handle

database backups, security, monitoring, tuning and other administrative requirements. When you

combine DBA Services with help from our Data Analytics team for on-demand database and database

analytics consulting services, you can maximize productivity and optimize business processes for your

company. 

By adding Anders to your team, you can reduce IT costs and recruitment efforts and have access to the

right professionals with the skillset to get the task done when you need it. Outsourcing DBA also makes

budgeting easy with a predictable, fixed monthly cost. And you can expand the depth and breath of your

IT department without adding headcount. 

MENU OF MONTHLY MANAGED DBA SERVICES BY ANDERS

MANAGED DATABASE ADMINISTRATION

(DBA) SERVICES

ANDERS TECHNOLOGY 

Gain confidence with a custom backup and recovery strategy planned and implemented specifically

for your business. 

BACKUP AND RECOVERY SERVICES

Ensure your data is restorable and in good health with regularly scheduled maintenance for index

reorganization and rebuilding, statistics updates and database integrity checks. 

MAINTENANCE

Count on faster and more cost effective results with performance tuning. Tuning can improve slow-

moving and/or poorly performing databases, and identify long-running, high-cost queries. This can

be particularly beneficial if you have made the move to Azure SQL Database DTC model and

realize the true cost of a poorly performing database is more than you thought.  

PERFORMANCE TUNING

Get prompt attention when error alerts on your system and failed job notices are sent to our

database experts. Optional 24/7 on-call support for mission critical systems is available.

MONITORING
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Know you have the latest information by running the best software/systems version for your

business. With Anders, you can expect more than the standard managed services contracts that

keep your SQL application updated with the recent patches and security updates.  We will ensure

that when the time is right for a version upgrade, you have it. You will also receive information and

guidance on upcoming breaking syntax changes and new features as well as a  list of objects that

need to be modified prior to moving to the new version. Optionally, we can perform this work for you

for a seamless transition to your team and/or vendor integrations. 

VERSION UPGRADE

Expect relevant and specific solutions when our team secures your data using the processes

dictated by your industry’s audit regulations versus other  standard database audits which are

typically performed annually. 

USER SECURITY AUDIT AND EVIDENCE LOGS
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